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Abstract
The game chromatic number χg is considered for the Cartesian product G 2 H
of two graphs G and H. Exact values of χ g (K2 2H) are determined when H is a
path, a cycle, or a complete graph. By using a newly introduced “game of combinations” we show that the game chromatic number is not bounded in the class
of Cartesian products of two complete bipartite graphs. This result implies that
the game chromatic number χg (G2H) is not bounded from above by a function of
game chromatic numbers of graphs G and H. An analogous result is derived for the
game coloring number of the Cartesian product of graphs.
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Introduction

Various (two-player) games on graphs have been considered, cf. [9]. Among the most
intensively studied is the coloring game, whose corresponding graph invariant is called
the game chromatic number of a graph, denoted χg (G). One of the central questions
related to this parameter is concerned with its behavior in graph classes: is there an
upper bound for the game chromatic number of graphs from a certain class of graphs G,
and if so, determine it as sharply as possible. Let χg (G) = sup{χg (G) : G ∈ G}. For
the class of planar graphs P it is known that 8 ≤ χg (P) ≤ 17 [13, 18], for the class
of outerplanar graphs OP we have 6 ≤ χg (OP) ≤ 7 [10], and for k-trees KT we have
χg (KT ) = 3k + 2 for k ≥ 2 [16, 17]. For a recent survey see [1] and the references therein.
Let us recall the rules of the game. Players color the vertices of a finite graph G,
choosing from the set of colors {1, 2, . . . , k}. The first player (Alice) is aiming that all
vertices of G are colored, and the second player (Bob) is trying to prevent this. They
alternate turns with Alice starting the game, and the only rule they must obey is to color
a vertex with a color different from all the colors that appeared in its neighborhood (at
the time of the coloring). If all the vertices of the graph are colored, Alice wins, otherwise
Bob wins (that is, at a certain state of the game there appears an uncolored vertex whose
neighborhood contains all colors). The smallest k such that Alice has a winning strategy
on G using k colors is called the game chromatic number of G. The obvious bounds for
the game chromatic number are χ(G) ≤ χg (G) ≤ ∆ + 1 where ∆ denotes the maximum
degree of vertices in G.
It is natural to study games on Cartesian product graphs CP ; several real-world games
are played on grids, which are simple examples of Cartesian products (i.e. products of
paths). Since the graphs G and H in the Cartesian product G2H are arbitrary, χg (CP)
is not finite. However, one could perhaps expect that χg (G2H) be bounded by some
function of χg (G) and χg (H) which holds for many graph invariants. We show in this
paper that even this is not true. In addition a similar result is derived for another wellknown graph game – the marking game.
In the next section we obtain some exact results for special families of Cartesian product
graphs, notably for several classes of prisms. In the third section we prove our main
result that the game chromatic number is not bounded above by a constant in the class of
Cartesian products of two complete bipartite graphs. (Note that χg (Kn,n ) = 3 for every
n ≥ 2, so the result implies there is no function f such that χg (G2H) ≤ f (χg (G), χg (H))
for all graphs G and H.) For making the proof of this result more transparent, we
introduce the so-called game of combinations which could also be of independent interest.
At the end of this section we present some families of Cartesian products of graphs in
which the game chromatic number is bounded by a constant, in particular this holds
for products of two planar graphs. In Section 4, we first consider the marking game,
and derive from a result in [14] that the game coloring number colg (K1,n 2K1,m ) of the
product of two stars can be arbitrarily large. In the rest of this section we discuss some
other variations of games on Cartesian products of graphs and hypergraphs.
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Exact values

We begin by recalling the definition of the Cartesian product of graphs. Let G and H be
graphs. The Cartesian product G2H is the graph with vertex set V (G)×V (H) where two
vertices (u1 , v1 ) and (u2 , v2 ) are adjacent if and only if either u1 = u2 and v1 v2 ∈ E(H)
or v1 = v2 and u1 u2 ∈ E(G). Graphs G and H are called factor graphs of the Cartesian
product G2H. Note that the Cartesian product is commutative and associative with K1
as the unit. We say that a connected graph G is in the class CP if G is isomorphic to
the Cartesian product of two non trivial graphs (that is, both different from K1 ). For
a v ∈ V (H) the subgraph Gv of G2H, induced by {(u, v) : u ∈ V (G)} is called a Gfiber. Analogously we define H-fibers. Reader is referred to [11] for other invariants and
properties of product graphs.
Finding the game chromatic number of a graph is in principle a hard problem. In this
section we prove exact results of this invariant in some simple Cartesian graph products,
i.e. the product of an arbitrary path (cycle, complete graph) by an edge.
Proposition 1. Let n be a positive integer. Then

 2 : for n = 1,
χg (K2 2Pn ) =
3 : for 2 ≤ n ≤ 3,

4 : for n ≥ 4.

Proof. The result is clear for n = 1 where we have K2 2P1 = K2 . For n = 2 we have
K2 2P2 = C4 and again everything is clear. For n = 3, K2 2P3 has two vertices of degree 3
and after the second move of Alice both vertices are colored. Since all remaining vertices
have degree 2, the result is clear also for n = 3.
Assume n ≥ 4. Denote the vertices of the two fibers of Pn with v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , and
v10 , v20 , . . . , vn0 . Suppose that only three colors {1, 2, 3} are available. By symmetry there
are only two different cases for Alice’s first move. If Alice starts in a vertex of degree 3
say v2 with color 1, Bob responds with color 2 on the vertex v30 . After Alice’s next move,
at least one of v3 and v20 remains uncolored. Thus if v3 remains uncolored, Bob colors v4
with 3 and v3 cannot be colored anymore (with these three colors). Otherwise v20 remains
uncolored and Bob colors v10 with color 3 and v20 cannot be colored anymore.
Suppose Alice starts in a vertex of degree 2, say v1 , with color 1. Then Bob colors
0
v3 with 1. Note that Bob can force Alice to be the first to color a vertex from the set
P = {v10 , v20 , v2 , v3 } because there is even number of vertices vi and vi0 for i ≥ 4, and it
is Alice’s turn. Also the color 1 cannot be used on the vertices of P anymore. Vertices
of P induce a path on four vertices. Since χg (P4 ) = 3, and only colors 2 and 3 may be
used in P , we infer that Bob wins the game. By the trivial upper bound, the proof is
complete.
Proposition 2. For an integer n ≥ 3, χg (K2 2Cn ) = 4.
Proof. Denote the vertices of one fiber of Cn with v1 , v2 , . . . , vn , and with v10 , v20 , . . . , vn0 ,
the corresponding vertices of the second fiber. Suppose that only three colors {1, 2, 3} are
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available. By symmetry there is only one possibility for Alice’s first move, say v2 with
color 1. For n ≥ 5 Bob responds on v30 with 2 and Alice cannot deal with threats on both
v3 and v20 , so Bob forces fourth color in his next move. For n = 4 this strategy does not
work, since Alice can color v1 with 3 in her second move. But K2 2C4 = Q3 = K4,4 − M
(M -perfect matching), hence χg (K2 2C4 ) = 4 as well. For n = 3 Bob responds on v30 with
1, what forces Alice to use a new color and Bob easily wins the game. By the trivial
upper bound, the proof is complete.
Proposition 3. For a positive integer n, χg (K2 2Kn ) = n + 1.
Proof. For n = 1, 2 the result is clear. We describe a winning strategy for Bob with n
colors for n ≥ 3. In his first n − 2 moves Bob applies the following rules: (1) he always
colors a vertex in the opposite fiber of Kn with the same color to the color used previously
by Alice; (2) if possible he colors a vertex whose unique neighbor in the opposite Kn -fiber
has been already colored. According to condition (1) of this strategy Alice is forced to
use a new color in each her move, so after n − 2 moves exactly n − 2 colors will be used.
Condition (2) guarantees that after n − 2 moves of each player all four uncolored vertices
induce connected subgraph (either path P4 or cycle C4 ). Moreover Alice has to start the
game on one of the four remaining vertices with only two last remaining colors. In both
cases (P4 or C4 ) Bob wins the game by coloring the eligible vertex with last color. By the
trivial upper bound, the proof is complete.
By these results one might think that χg (K2 2G) = χg (G) + 1 in general. Unfortunately
this is not so as the following example shows. Let G be obtained from the triangle where
two leaves are attached to every vertex. By symmetry Alice can start in a vertex of degree
one or four. It is easy to see that Bob can force fourth color no matter where Alice starts.
However χg (K2 2G) = 4 as well. To see this one needs to use a tedious case by case
analysis which is left to the reader.
Very often it is not easy to find exact values for χg (G) even for relatively small graphs
G. For instance we have not found the answer for the simplest Cartesian product graphs
– the hypercubes Qn , which are the products of n copies of K2 . It is easy to see that
χg (Qn ) = n + 1 for n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The same holds for n = 4 and we ask whether this holds
in general.
Question 1. Is it true that for a positive integer n, we have χg (Qn ) = n + 1?
An additional difficulty with this invariant is that is not hereditary in general. There
are examples of spanning subgraphs with the game chromatic number arbitrarily larger
than in their original graphs (e.g. complete bipartite graphs minus a perfect matching as
subgraphs of complete bipartite graphs). Nevertheless, we strongly suspect that for any
graphs G and H we have χg (G2H) ≥ max{χg (G), χg (H)}.
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The game of combinations and upper bounds for
the game chromatic number of Cartesian products

Before presenting the main result we introduce a new game called “the game of combinations”. It may be of independent interest, though we are introducing it mainly for the
purposes of proving the main theorem. We note that this game can be regarded as a
special case of the well-known Ramsey game, cf. [3, 4].
Let [n] = {1, . . . , n} and let F be a set whose elements are subsets of [n] with dn/2e
elements (that is, dn/2e-combinations
from [n]). Note that F may be also empty and it

n
can contain at most dn/2e
elements. The game of combinations is always played with
respect to some set F that is known in advance and which we call the set of forbidden
combinations.
The game is played by two players who alternate turns. At each move a player picks
an element from [n] which has not already been chosen before by one of the two players.
At the end both players obtain a combination (a subset of numbers from [n]) – the first
player ends with a dn/2e-combination C1 , and the second one with a bn/2c-combination
C2 . Note that {C1 , C2 } is a partition of [n].
The first player who starts the game is called the avoider, and his goal is to avoid all
combinations from F . The avoider wins the game if the combination C1 of the numbers
he picked is different from all forbidden combinations (in symbols C1 6∈ F ). The second
player, called the forcer, wants to force the avoider that the combination chosen by the
avoider is from F , that is, the forcer wins if C1 ∈ F . From the definition of the game
it follows that there always exists a winning strategy for exactly one of the players. It
is clear that F = ∅ implies that the avoider has a winning strategy (more precisely, any
n
sequence of moves yields a victory for the avoider). On the other hand |F | = dn/2e
implies that the second player automatically wins.
Question 2. Let n be an arbitrary number. Suppose the set of forbidden combinations
F0 is empty. What is the largest number k of consecutive games G0 , . . . , Gk where the first
player has a winning strategy for all of them and the forbidden set of combinations F i for
the game Gi consists of all dn/2e-combinations of the avoider appearing in games played
before the current game?
The problem above is a natural one, if we assume that both players are using optimal
strategies. However, even if the forcer plays without
thinking, the resulting number k of

n
games that are played is not greater than dn/2e
. This obvious fact will be implicitly used
in the proof of the main theorem.
We will also consider two variations of the game of combinations, where exactly one of
the players may skip/pass moves. To make the definitions meaningful, we assume that
the game stops when either the avoider picks a dn/2e-combination or the forcer picks a
bn/2c-combination, and the eventual integers that have not been picked are automatically
given to the other player (which has not picked the presumed number of integers). In the
first variation, when it is the avoider’s turn he either picks an integer or he chooses to
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do nothing and it is forcer’s turn again (the avoider may skip one or several moves). We
call this variation avoider skip game, or shortly AS game of combinations. Analogously
we define the variation where the forcer is allowed to skip moves which we call forcer skip
game of combinations (FS game for short).
Lemma 1. If the avoider has a winning strategy in the game of combinations with respect
to F , then he also has a winning strategy in the FS game of combinations with respect to
F.
Proof. By x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , . . . we denote the sequence of integers that are picked during a
game of combinations (hence x-s are moves of the avoider, and y-s are moves of the
forcer). Since the avoider has a winning strategy, he can choose his moves in such a way
that the set of integers {x1 , . . . , xk }, k = dn/2e, picked by him will not be in F .
Now consider the FS game. We may assume that the forcer chooses to pass at least one
move. Each time the forcer passes a move, the avoider marks an unpicked (and unmarked)
integer, and imagines that the forcer’s move consisted of picking this integer. Also, if the
forcer picks a marked integer (chosen in some previous steps by the avoider) then the
avoider chooses another unpicked and unmarked vertex and marks it. Hence two games
are played at the same time — the real game in which some moves of the forcer (denoted
by yi ) are missing, and the game, imagined by the avoider which is ordinary game of
combinations. In the imagined game, the avoider plays according to a winning strategy
which he has by assumption. Hence in the sequence of moves obtained by the imagined
game every second move (i.e. yi , i = 1, . . . , k, k = bn/2c) is played by the forcer. Note
that the sequence in the real game is obtained from S = x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 . . . by deleting some
y-s that indicate the moves that were passed by the forcer and by moving some of these y-s
in the sequence to the right, which indicates that the forcer picked a (previously) marked
vertex. Since the game stops when there are dn/2e integers chosen by the avoider, we
infer that the resulting combination C1 of the avoider is the same in both games. Hence
C1 6∈ F .
By using similar arguments one can easily prove also the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If the forcer has a winning strategy in the game of combinations with respect
to F , then he also has also a winning strategy in the AS game of combinations with respect
to F .
We return to the problem of upper bounds for the game chromatic number of Cartesian
products. It is well-known and easy to see that χg (Kk,k ) = 3 for every n ≥ 2. Hence the
existence of an upper bound for the game chromatic number of the Cartesian product
of graphs in terms of game chromatic numbers of factors would imply that there is a
constant n such that χg (Kk,k 2Km,m ) ≤ n for any k and m. However, we prove in this
section that such a constant n does not exist.
We need some more notation. Let V (Kk,k ) = V1 ∪ V2 where Vi are independent sets,
and V (Km,m ) = W1 ∪ W2 where Wi are independent sets. Vertices of Kk,k 2 Km,m can be
partitioned into four subsets of the form Vi × Wj of equal cardinality. We denote these
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subsets by A, B, C and D. Let the notation be chosen in such a way that every vertex of
A is adjacent to m vertices of C, to k vertices of B, and to no vertex of D.
Vertices of A that all have the same set of neighbors from B form a so-called A-B-fiber.
Similarly we define B-A-fibers and all other X-Y -fibers where X and Y are chosen as
distinct elements from {A, B, C, D}. Note that there are m vertices in an A-C-fiber L
and they have m neighbors in C that form a C-A-fiber. We call the latter a complementary
C-A-fiber of L. Analogously we define other complementary X-Y -fibers.
Theorem 4. Let n be an arbitrary natural number. Then there exist natural numbers k
and m such that χg (Kk,k 2 Km,m ) > n.
Proof. The game is played with n colors in G = Kk,k 2 Km,m . For the time being we
may assume that k and m can be as large as we need to ensure there are enough vertices
available in X-Y -fibers. The game begins by Alice coloring a vertex. Bob’s goal is to force
the existence of an uncolored vertex whose neighbors used all the n colors from {1, . . . , n}.
Such a vertex will appear in the set A.
At a particular moment during the game we denote by CV (G) the set of vertices which
have already been colored. For u ∈ CV (G) let c(u) denote the color of u. For L ⊆ V (G)
we define CV (L) = L∩CV (G) and c(L) = {c(u) | u ∈ CV (L)}. If at a particular moment
during the game c(L) = ∅, we will say that L is empty.
We divide the strategy of Bob into two parts. In the first part he only colors vertices
from C. The first part is further divided into consecutive phases. Each phase starts with
Bob choosing an empty C-A-fiber L whose complementary A-C-fiber L0 is also empty.
Each phase then consists of dn/2e moves of Bob (and bn/2c moves made by Alice) in
which Bob colors only the vertices from the C-A-fiber L he had chosen at the beginning
of the phase, no matter what Alice does. He is only restricted with the colors which Alice
chooses in the complementary A-C-fiber L0 (notably, if Alice colors a vertex in L0 by some
color, then Bob cannot color vertices in L by this color).
Consider a moment during the game, when a new phase begins, and with respect to
this moment define F 0 = {c(L) : L is a C-A-fiber with |c(L)| ≥ dn/2e}, and F = {X :
X ⊆ Y, Y ∈ F 0 , |X| = dn/2e}. Now, consider the FS game of combinations with respect
to F in which Bob is the avoider and Alice is the forcer. We have two possibilities: either
the avoider has a winning strategy in this game or not (and in the latter case the forcer
has a winning strategy). Clearly in the beginning of the game F is empty, and so the
avoider (Bob) has a winning strategy.
Suppose that at the beginning of a phase the avoider (Bob) has a winning strategy in
the FS game as described above. Then Bob picks one by one the integers (colors) from [n]
according to the winning strategy of the avoider and by these integers colors uncolored
vertices in L. The moves of Alice in L0 (that is the colors that she chooses in L0 ) are
considered as the moves of the forcer since these are precisely the colors that Bob cannot
choose in L during this phase. All moves of Alice that are not in L0 are considered to be
passes of the forcer in the FS game. Since Bob has a winning strategy, the combination
of colors in L that are chosen by Bob is distinct from all the combinations in F .
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The second possibility happens after at most d nn e phases. Then the avoider no longer
2
has a winning strategy in the FS game of combinations (with respect to F , which is derived
from combinations of colors in C-A-fibers as defined above). When this happens, Alice
has a winning strategy as the forcer. This means that she could force Bob to use a dn/2ecombination of colors (in a newly chosen C-A-fiber L) that is contained in c(K) where
K is a C-A-fiber in F 0 (and she can achieve this by playing only in the complementary
A-C-fiber L0 of L). When this happens the first part of the game is over for Bob.
In the second part, Bob chooses an empty B-A-fiber M whose complementary A-Bfiber M 0 is also empty. Again let F 0 = {c(L) : L is a C-A-fiber with |c(L)| ≥ dn/2e},
and F = {X : X ⊆ Y, Y ∈ F 0 , |X| = dn/2e}, but now Bob plays as the forcer in the
AS game of combinations with respect to F . All moves of Bob are in M , and he colors
the vertices of M according to a winning strategy of the forcer in this game. Note that
he considers only Alice’s moves in M 0 as the moves in the AS game, and all other Alice’s
moves are considered as passes of the move (in particular, Alice passes the first move).
Since forcer has a winning strategy in the AS game, the game ends after Bob colors bn/2c
vertices in M . Note that the complement of colors with respect to [n] which Bob used in
M is contained in c(K) ∈ F 0 where K is a C-A-fiber. We derive that in the neighborhood
of the unique vertex u in M 0 ∩ K 0 all n colors appear (this in particular implies that the
vertex u 6∈ CV (G)), and so Bob is the winner. If the game was played with less than n
colors, Bob can clearly use the same strategy, hence χg (Kk,k 2 Km,m ) > n, and the proof
is complete.
We conclude this section with a word on the sizes of Kk,k and Km,m that are needed
in

the above proof. Recall that the first part of the game consists of at most d nn e phases
2
(this number is likely much smaller, and the exact number is related to the Question 2).
Each phase takes d n2 e Bob’s moves, and if all moves of Alice are played in different fibers,
we infer that
lnm  n   n 
k≥
· n
+ n
+1
2
d2e
d2e
ensures that the first part of the game can be performed (note that to the maximum
number of moves of Alice we added the number of fibers chosen by Bob, and 1 because
Alice has the first move).
Hence the total number of moves in the first part of the game

n
n
is at most 2d 2 e d n e + 1 and by letting
2

l n m n 
m≥2
+ 3.
2 d n2 e
we ensure that after Alice plays another move there still exists an empty B-A-fiber M
whose complementary A-B-fiber M 0 is empty too.
Thus the game chromatic number of a product G2H is not bounded by any function
of game chromatic numbers of both factors. Is this still true if we look at some special
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Cartesian product graphs? In particular, Propositions 1, 2 and 3 suggest that this could
be the case for prisms, that is the products K2 2G. However, this is not true as the
following example shows.
Let G = v ∪ (Kn,n − M ), thus a single vertex v and a Kn,n without a perfect matching
M . It is well-known that χg (Kn,n − M ) = n, however χg (G) = 2 since Alice can force
Bob to make the first move in Kn,n − M . In prism K2 2G Bob can wait so that Alice
makes the first move in the subgraph isomorphic to K2 2(Kn,n − M ) and then just follows
the strategy for Kn,n − M in the same fiber as Alice. Note that there is no influence
from the other fiber since Bob has a unique strategy for achieving n colors in Kn,n − M .
Thus χg (K2 2G) ≥ n. Graph G is not connected which could make this example less
interesting. However by adding to G an edge between v and a vertex of Kn,n − M we get
a connected graph H for which the same argument holds. It is easy to see that χg (H) = 3,
but χg (K2 2H) ≥ n by the same strategy as in G.
On a positive side, the game chromatic number is bounded in the class of Cartesian
products of trees. This follows from two results. The first is a bound of Dinski and Zhu
[7]
χg (G) ≤ a(G)(a(G) + 1)
(1)
where G is an arbitrary graph, and a(G) is the acyclic chromatic number of G, defined
as the least number of colors needed for a proper vertex coloring of G with no 2-colored
cycles. Combining this with a result from [12] that a(T1 2T2 ) ≤ 3 where Ti are arbitrary
trees, we get
χg (T1 2T2 ) ≤ 12.
We wonder if one can improve this bound, so we ask the following.
Question 3. What is the smallest k such that for any two trees T1 and T2
χg (T1 2T2 ) ≤ k?
In particular, is k < 12?
Combining the following inequality
a(G1 2G2 ) ≤ a(G1 )a(G2 ),
which holds for any pair of graphs G1 and G2 , with the famous theorem of Borodin [5]
that a(G) ≤ 5 for every planar graph G we infer that a(G1 2G2 ) ≤ 25 if G1 and G2 are
planar graphs. Hence by (1) we deduce that
χg (G1 2G2 ) ≤ 650
for every two planar graphs G1 and G2 . This is rather not best possible.
Question 4. What is the smallest k such that χg (G1 2G2 ) ≤ k for any two planar graphs
G1 and G2 ?
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The strategy based on acyclic coloring is not optimal for planar graphs; better results
are obtained by the activation strategy (cf. [1]). So, it seems natural to expect that
using activation will be more efficient also for the Cartesian product of planar graphs.
Curiously, this idea cannot be successful, as we will see in the next section.

4

Variations

We start with the well-known marking game. Suppose that players do not possess colored
pencils, but they still want to play a similar game. This leads to a related graph invariant
called game coloring number. In this game Alice and Bob mark vertices, they alternate
turns with Alice having the first move. Let k be a natural number. The aim of Bob is
similar as before: he wants to create a situation in which there is an unmarked vertex x
that has in its neighborhood k vertices that are marked. Alice wants to prevent such a
situation. Given a graph G the smallest k for which Alice has a winning strategy (that is,
she can ensure that at each stage of the game every uncolored vertex has at most k − 1
marked neighbors) is called the game coloring number of G, denoted colg (G). Clearly,
χg (G) ≤ colg (G) for any graph G.
The concept is related to another graph invariant called coloring number that was
introduced by Erdős and Hajnal [8]. Let G be a graph and L = (v1 , . . . , vn ) a linear
order of its vertices, where n = |V (G)|. The back degree deg d (vi ) with respect to L of a
vertex vi is the number of neighbors vj of vi with j < i (i.e. the neighbors that precede
vi with respect to L). The back degree of a linear order L is defined as the maximum
back degree of a vertex with respect to L. The coloring number col(G) of a graph G is
the minimum integer k such that G has a linear order L with back degree k − 1. Clearly
for any graph we have χ(G) ≤ col(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1. Since the game coloring number
is a back degree with respect to a (specific) linear order (obtained by Alice and Bob
coloring G using their optimal strategies), we get col(G) ≤ colg (G). It is easy to see that
col(G) = colg (G) = ∆(G) + 1 for a regular graph G. The following recent result from
[6] shows that the coloring number of the Cartesian product of graphs is bounded by a
linear function of coloring numbers of factor graphs: for any graphs G and H, we have
col(G2H) ≤ col(G) + col(H) − 1.
Similarly as in the case of the chromatic number, the game variation of the coloring
number does not enjoy such a property. Note that colg (Kn,n ) = n + 1 thus complete
bipartite graphs cannot be used for the purposes of proving that the game coloring number
of Cartesian products is not bounded by a function of game coloring numbers of factor
graphs. However the class of Cartesian products of stars K1,n already serves this purpose
for the case of game coloring number (but again not for the game chromatic number, as
χg (K1,n 2K1,m ) ≤ 12). Note that colg (K1,n ) = 2.
Theorem 5. For any natural number k there exist a natural number n such that
colg (K1,n 2K1,n ) > k.
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The above result can be proved by similar methods as Theorem 4, but it also follows
from a result of Kierstead and Trotter [14]. They proved that the game coloring number is
not bounded in the class of subdivision graphs of Kn,n (the graphs obtained from Kn,n by
subdividing all edges by single vertices). Note that the graph obtained from K1,n 2 K1,n
by deletion of the vertex with the largest degree is isomorphic to the subdivided Kn,n .
From this one can easily infer Theorem 5.
Several variations of the coloring and marking game have appeared in the literature,
and some of them have been arranged to work in the context of directed graphs, cf. [15].
We propose a few more, in particular in hypergraphs. They are related to some of our
results and go along well with the product structure. This does not seem to be the case
for the two main game invariants on graphs as the results of this paper show.
1. We start with the variation which is related to the marking game, and we call it
vertex-edge marking game. Again two players play the game, and while the first player
Alice marks vertices, Bob marks edges. The goal of Bob is to surround an unmarked
vertex by as many marked edges as possible, while the goal of Alice is opposite; she
wishes to keep the number of marked edges incident to an unmarked vertex as small as
possible. The smallest k for which Alice has a winning strategy in a graph G (that is, she
can keep the number of marked edges incident to any unmarked vertex less than k), will
be denoted by colve (G).
Recalling again the result of Kierstead and Trotter [14] (or Theorem 5), one can prove
in a similar way that colve (Kn,n ) is not bounded by a constant.
Proposition 6. For any positive integer k there exists n such that colve (Kn,n ) > k.
We can also easily prove the following result.
Proposition 7. For any graphs G and H,
colve (G2H) ≤ colve (G) + colve (H) − 1
and the bound is sharp.
Proof. Note that any move of Bob (which is marking of an edge) is made within a certain
G-fiber or H-fiber. Hence what Alice must do each time is to respond within the very
same fiber by the optimal move that exists in the corresponding factor graph. The upper
bound clearly follows. The sharpness of the bound follows already from col ve (K2 ) = 2
and colve (K2 2K2 ) = 3.
2. Consider a generalization of the above game to hypergraphs, where Alice marks
vertices and Bob marks (hyper)edges, and the goal of Bob is again to have an unmarked
vertex included in as many marked edges as possible. This yields the hypergraph invariant
which we also denote by colve . Can we say something similar as in Proposition 7 for
colve (G × H) where G and H are hypergraphs? Recall that the product of hypergraphs
G and H is the hypergraph G × H with V (G) × V (H) as the set of its vertices and
{X × Y : X ∈ E(G), Y ∈ E(H)} as the set of its (hyper)edges.
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3. Finally consider a natural generalization of the coloring game for hypergraphs: Alice
and Bob color vertices of a hypergraph H and creating a monochromatic edge of H is
forbidden for either player. Goals of the players are the same as in the original game and
the parameter χg (H) is defined in the same way. For instance, if H is a hypergraph of
cycles of a given graph F , we get the game of arboricity considered in [2].
Question 5. Is it true that χg (G × H) ≤ min{χg (G), χg (H)} for arbitrary hypergraphs
G and H?
Acknowledgment. We wish to thank an anonymous referee for comments that resulted in a more transparent proof of the main theorem. This referee also pointed out
that Theorem 5 was essentially proved by H. A. Kierstead and T. Trotter in [14].
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